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Abstract  
This study elucidates the 

role of education in 

liberating the girl child 

from her common 

challenges such as 

discrimination, 

ignorance, inequality and 

lack of quality training 

that has led to poverty, 

early marriages, 

diseases, crimes, and 

loss of self confidence 

which confront her 

continually. It focused on 

the teaching of computer 

science, showing how the 

girl child can be 

empowered with its skills 

such that she will be able 

to fill the shortage in the 

supply of computer 

scientist,  

compete favourably with 

the men, earn good pay 

and become a succor to 

other women and her 

immediate family. It 

emphasized the 

application of practical/ 
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INTRODUCTION  

The education of the girl 

child has a direct 

relationship to her 

future livelihood as well 

as her contribution to 

her community’s 

development. Proper 

education of the girl 

child will help her 

overcome the many 

challenges common to 

them which will lead to 

cutting down of poverty, 

sexual violence, early 

marriage and conflicts. 

The type of education 

being prescribed for the 

Girl-Child is one that will 

make her self-reliant 

(National Policy on 

Education 2004). This 

will include vocational 

education such as 

farming, catering, 

fashion design and 

computer jobs. 

Empowerment can be 

said to be the process of 

becoming stronger and 

more confident 

especially in controlling 

one’s life and claiming 

one’s right (Arogundade, 

2018). We must 

therefore make the girl- 
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problem solving 

techniques as a way to 

make the teaching of 

computer science 

interesting, appealing and 

engaging to female 

learners. This paper 

concludes by making 

some suggestions and 

recommendations that 

will help to boost the 

learning, understanding 

and development in 

computer science among 

female learners. 

 

 

hild to understand that education is empowerment and when empowered, 

she can fight for and exercise her rights. By empowering the girl child, 

inequality and gender gap will be reduced which will in turn result in building 

strong women leaders, having the capacity to fight for and develop other young 

women. Young women in the society should be given all necessary support so that 

when given opportunity can prove that they are equal to the task of contributing 

meaningfully to societal development. 

 All over the world, the girl child is often faced with so many issues. In October 11, 

2012, which was the first day of the girl child commemoration in which “the 

observations support more opportunity for girls and more awareness of gender 

inequality faced by girls worldwide based on their gender. These inequalities include 

access to education, nutrition, legal right, medical care and protection from 

discrimination, violence against women and forced child marriage” (UN, 2015). 

These inequalities has over the years discouraged many young women from 

pursuing success in life thereby reducing many of them to dependants rather than 

filling their God-given role as help meet for the men. Neglecting the education of the 

girl child makes her be ignorance of her rights, paralyses her will and brings her and 

her family below poverty line.   

 

WHY FOCUS ON THE GIRL CHILD?  

First of all, creating awareness on the plight and right of the girls will go a long way 

to minimize the challenges faced by them. Stakeholders, parents, guardians and the 

generality of the people in the society should be convinced about the importance of 

the girl child to the society especially when they are given the necessary support 

which will include necessary skills. It is more beneficial to educate the girl-child 

because such has been found to have a more significant impact on poverty reduction 

and provision of sustainable development.” Children living in poverty face many 

barriers to education but the stake are especially high for girls. Globally, there are 

130 million who are not currently enrolled in school” (Rodriguez, 2019). As it is often 

said when you educate a girl child, you educate a nation. An educated woman will 

definitely be of help to many children (girls and boy) having known the benefits of 

education. “The Day of Girls helps raise awareness not only of the issues that girls 

face, but also what is likely to happen when those problems are solved. For example 
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educating girls helps reduce the rate of child marriage, disease and helps strengthen 

the economy by helping girls have access to higher paying jobs” (UN, 2015). When 

the girl child is trained in appropriate skills such as in computer science, she stands 

a chance of becoming an employer of labour thereby contributing to the economic 

growth. Besides, the girl child can compete with their male counterparts in terms of 

getting highly paid jobs and could be of great benefit to her immediate and extended 

families. “Educating a girl child can also bring benefits to her immediate family and 

even her nation at large” (Israel, 2017). This is why the world leaders, that is “France, 

Canada, and Britain called on the world nations to boost efforts to educate girls, 

warning that catastrophes can result from failures to provide access to quality 

schooling. Without educating girls, nations lose productivity and risk instability and 

conflicts.” (Wulfhorst, 2018).  One can confidently say that the neglect of the girl child 

education is a major cause of the many conflicts, wars, terrorism, banditry and 

insurgence in Nigeria and many other African countries.  Educating the girl child 

should be the responsibility of all. 

 

CHALLENGES FACED BY THE GIRL CHILD 

The challenges faced by the girl child particularly in Nigeria include the following: 

1. Ignorance:  

This is one of the major challenges of a Nigerian girl child. For instance, we have 

the highest number of ‘out of school’ children in the world. There are over 10.5 

million children and two-third of that number are girls (Haruna, 2018). 

2. Discrimination: 

 According to Opara, (2015), there is hardly any tribe in Nigeria that the girl child 

is not discriminated against. Gender discrimination is a big challenge to the girl 

child because according to Falae (2017), their achievements are not considered 

as significant as the boys’ achievements. This has brought lack of confidence in 

many girls because they see the world as men’s world. Parents, teachers and 

community leaders also pay less attention to the development of the girl child 

but give priority to the boy child. Some people even say that the girl child 

education ends in the kitchen; meaning that they cannot be of significant benefits 

to their communities. This has over the years proven to be false as we have many 

women who have contributed immensely to the development of the society and 

nations. As at this day there are twenty nine (29) women all over the world 

leading their countries as either Presidents or Prime Ministers as the case may 

be and they are doing well.   Discriminations against girls should be discouraged 

at all levels and boys and girls should have equal right in the society. Invest in the 

girls as much as you invest in boys. Failure to invest in education will lead to a 

harvest of many challenges such as poverty, diseases, youth unrest, corruption, 
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bad leadership and crime (such as armed robbery, banditry, kidnapping, 

insurgency and terrorism). We can imagine the rate of crime in Nigeria occurring 

in all geopolitical zones of the country of which many young women are involved. 

Most suicide bombing in Nigeria were carried out using young women and girls. 

Many crimes in our societies today often result from neglect on the side of 

parents. The increase in street begging, street life, suicides and other unfortunate 

occurrences should be a wakeup call for us to begin to invest in education much 

more than ever. Education here should be more of vocational than formal. The 

girl child should be given priority because they have a greater role in upbringing 

of the younger ones, whether in the school or at home. If the girl child is well 

equipped she is sure going to be more involved in the development of the young 

stars than their male counterparts. 

Vocational training captures more women (although this is subject to 

confirmation from more findings). We have more women in fashion design, shoe 

and bag making, hair dressing, catering, cooking, trade, farming, day care, 

poultry, decoration, tie and dye, etc. Other vocations like wood work, technical 

work, etc also have few ladies in them. The girl child is a winner everywhere if 

given the same opportunity as the boy child (Opara, 2015). 

3. Inequality: 

Girls more than women or boys lack access to financial capital and have limited 

opportunities to gain education, knowledge and skills that lead to economic 

advancement (Dunning, 2013). According to her, a research conducted by 

Adolescent Girls’ Advocacy and Leadership Initiatives (Agali) looked into three 

factors that contribute to adolescent girls economic empowerment, which are 

financial, employment and life skills and social support strategies. Without these, 

the young women (adolescent girls) will be handicapped not being able to 

contribute meaningfully to the societal development. A life skill coupled with 

financial backing or a balanced education training that will guaranty employment 

will be a huge means of transforming the girl child. Macro economic conditions 

create particular challenge for adolescent girls, who experience greater rate of 

unemployment compared to boys nearly in every region of the world (Dunnings, 

2013). With these challenges, vocational training can play a key role in helping 

girls get jobs. Vocational training can include developing technical skills or 

entrepreneurship skills or business skill in computer science/ICT. 

“The World Bank adolescent girls initiatives in Liberia promotes productive 

employment and economic empowerment through technical skills, an initiative 

which provided technical training in skills identified by prospective employers 

and secured job placements for graduate in catering, painting, driving and 

professional cleaning. A survey showed that participants experienced a 50% 
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increase in employments and 115% increase in income” (Dunning, 2013). They 

got more job opportunities as well as increase job ratio as a result of a well-

planned skill training programme. Employment and increase wages for young 

women is a huge empowerment. In addition to their exit from poverty they can 

easily pass such trainings to younger generations at home or in their community. 

In Nigeria and in today’s world, we can channel the training specifically to 

computer science which includes production and sales of software apps, 

hardware accessories, computer maintenance and repair etc. 

Lack of access to financial support which could result from poverty, cultural 

beliefs or discrimination can lead to more ‘out of school’ teenage girls and early 

marriage. 

4. Lack of Quality Training: 

For us to achieve a competing growth and development, both the boy and girl 

child must be properly educated. Educating only one part and neglecting the 

other is like a bird flying with one wing. Thus, Nigeria needs to give girl-child 

education adequate attention and provide the necessary support required. 

 

The girl learns better through creativity and practical skill training than mere 

abstract or theory. This is why some few girls who have the opportunity excel in male 

dominated vocations. Many of our schools teaching method is boring to the teenage 

girls and so many often lose interest in class lesson. Moreover, in these days of 

examination malpractices and plagiarism, the situation has worsened because many 

of them resort to illegitimate means of passing their exams even though they lack the 

academic requirements. Teaching computer science must be creative, practical and 

engaging so as to carry the girls along. Generally, girls have less free time than boys 

which is why they should be given proper understanding of the subject matter or 

else they will struggle to comprehend the lesson. Every computer lesson should 

follow this pattern: 

 

EQUIPING THE GIRL CHILD WITH COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY SKILLS 

One of the ways of which the young women can be empowered in ICT is to provide 

quality vocational training in computer technology which will include technical 

skills, entrepreneurship skills and business skills. As technology is growing fast and 

accommodating, more and more sophistications, opportunities are created for 

computer scientist to explore. To stay ahead of the curve and excel in your career, 

you must start to think about building a bank of skills which are future proof 

(Baranowska, 2017).  

Some of the skills or occupation with the highest demand today for future proof and 

employment ability falls within the ICT world, for example programming jobs are in 
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high demand but few supply. This results in high salaries and plenty of opportunities 

(Baranowska, 2017). Programming is beneficial to other professions. Website 

development for instance which include programming can save business time and 

money. In the present day digital world, it is good for professionals to have mastery 

in computer technology such as programming. Lack of skills in programming means 

there are ample restraining opportunities. Programming is not a masculine skill. It is 

a high market demands with few supplies which create opportunities for young 

women to explore only that they must be trained. But “many argue that we currently 

suffer skill shortage in this field which is a huge opportunity for young women to 

break into careers which are high paying” (Baranowska, 2017). Such skill’s example 

is programming. Eight tech skills entrepreneurs must have to succeed according to 

Rampton (2015) are: Coding, Ware framing, the cloud, Big data, Online accounting 

and book keeping, Graphic design, Communication as well as Mobile. Also, “as of 

2016, the number of female computer graduates had dropped … Just 18 percent of 

computer science graduates were women, showing just how much the perspectives, 

creativity and idea of an entire gender in the computer technology industry. (Cary-

Alvarez, 2019). Her reasons include low grade rate mean, inspiring models for young 

girls are rare, camaraderie on the job missing. 

Coding or Programming skill is more of mental, brain stormy, calculating and 

algorithmic skills. Many students especially girls tend to shy away from 

programming courses. To them it is very difficult to understand. Although the 

problem could be that they do not have a good foundation in programming.  

 

FOUNDATION FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDY 

Foundation for computer science is programming. This is why programming is done 

at the first semester of computer science study. All computer applications, operating 

systems, peripheral drivers etc are product of programming activities. Programming 

applies to all the areas of computer science. Now, what then is the foundation of 

programming wherein its deficiency has discouraged or weakened the learning of 

computer science? From normal pre-university requirements, physics is required 

because the computer is an electronic device which uses electricity. To have a good 

understanding in physics one should be taught with good practical methods. This is 

the same with computer study.  All practical in computer programming is electrically 

driven. All programs must be compiled and executed in a computer. On the other 

hand, mathematics is the main root of computer science. Historically the people who 

invented computer idea are mainly mathematicians. These include Charles Babbage, 

Blaise Pascal, George Boole etc. Good knowledge of mathematical concepts such as 

Binary arithmetic, Algebra, Modular mathematics, Variation, Word problem etc can 

help computer science students become successful in their study. Like mathematics, 
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computer science is a problem solving course. Practical and problem solving 

techniques will help in effective teaching and learning of computer science especially 

as it relate to girl training. 

 

TEACHING USING PRACTICAL/ PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES 

“The study of computer sciences does not just only involve theory. It also involves 

practice, which include designing and implementation of software. It may be 

surprising to note that many computer scientists are very poor when it comes to 

practical aspect although they may be very good at theory. Knowing what computer 

students should learn in school should give us clue as to what computer sciences 

teachers should teach. Our teaching must go beyond theory or else we will not 

achieve the goal” (Asemewalen, 2019). Those teaching computer science should as 

much as possible make it interesting. This is because computer science as a course 

of study is difficult to comprehend when abstractly taught but making its lessons 

engaging and interesting through practical and problem solving can both improve 

and make learning easy. Frequent practical teaching with examples and assignments 

coupled with problem solving approach will help to develop computer science 

students so that they are able to compete favourably in a digital age in which we all 

find ourselves, thereby contributing to societal development. Problem solving places 

focus on the student making him or her to understand a lesson within a problem 

context rather than as an abstract. It encourages students to believe in their ability 

to think. It is enjoyable and gives students the ability to work in their own pace, 

which in turn can enhance self discovery of their ability to solve real world 

problems.. 

 At times most courses involving frequent practical have more girls than boys. Such 

courses include nursing, catering, fashion design, hair stylist, makeup artist etc. 

Finally, these practical/ problem solving methods must be well supervised to ensure 

that every student benefit meaningfully.   

 

ENCOURAGING LEARNING OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AMONG GIRLS 

The girl child can be encouraged to fill the gap of skill shortage in computer science 

through the following: 

I. Guidance and counseling: Guidance from parents, school heads and media 

can help in the right decision by students particularly girls to study 

computer science. Every secondary school leaver cannot be in computer 

science. But those with interests, thinking ability, having a sound pre-

tertiary experience can be guided into this discipline. 

II. Giving the right practical and knowledge support in computing technology: 

In teaching, teachers should ensure that they major on practical using 
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methods such as demonstration, problem solving, practice and drills etc 

which can drive home the computer lessons. 

III. Encouraging girls’ participation in the class: Make sure the girls are involved 

in the class interaction and practical activities. Girls are at most times shy 

and will not want to be at the fore front until they are made to do so. When 

giving the space to actively participate in the class activities, one will see how 

good the girls are, and this will in turn encourage them learn more. 

IV. Competition: Organizing quiz competition in computing concepts such as in 

theory and practical will help in discovering talents and intelligence among 

the female folk thereby encouraging upcoming girls in computer science. 

This competition can be done between boys and girls, or among girls in 

different groups etc. 

V. Girls association should be encouraged so that they can interact, share ideas, 

promote learning, increase interest and challenge each other. This 

association can come up with programmes of events such as computer week, 

girl child day to boost themselves. Girl child association has the tendency to 

build confidence in young women. 

VI. Girls Empowerment: Special support grants should be given to young girls 

after graduation to help them start their computer firm or business. Girls can 

do much for their society if they are given needed support. Experience has 

shown that most girls today are usually advised to have one vocational skill 

or the other. Even after or before graduating from higher institutions, they 

seek to learn a lucrative skill that will make them self-relevant and as well 

as an added value to their community. Since the society treat girls with 

discrimination, the government and other stakeholders should be able to 

help girls achieve success and their chosen career particularly in computer 

science. This may be achieved through the ministry of girl child development 

or ministry of women affairs.                        

 

Methodology 

This study adopts an explanatory research design method using a review of related 

literature research to provide better understanding of the problem on ground, that 

is the plight of the girl child as well as the way(s) in which computer learning can be 

use to alleviate the situation. There was neither experiment conducted nor data 

collected .  

 

CONCLUSION 

The girl child is often faced with numerous challenges which include discrimination, 

inequality in treatment, rejection, ignorance, and illiteracy which has made her 
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susceptible to early marriages, diseases, loss of confidence and poverty. But when 

properly educated, she become aware of her rights, fight for them, overcomes all her 

challenges, and eventually becomes a shelter and helper to her family, upcoming 

women and the general society. Computer science is a discipline that young women 

can explore. This is because a) it is a high paying discipline, b) there is a high demand 

for computer skills for which many woman need to fill, c) women by virtue of their 

empathy and sympathy nature stand the chance of making more impart on the 

people around them if given the empowerment and opportunity.. To effectively 

empower the girl child with Computer skills we will need the right techniques which 

include practical/ problem solving method, making the lessons as much as possible 

interesting and engaging. Finally, the girl child learning of computer science must be 

encouraged through guidance and counseling, proper training and right supports 

teachers, parents and other stakeholders. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Teachers should encourage the female students to develop interest in 

computer science, thereby empowering them to become sound computer 

scientists. 

2. School heads should provide necessary support such as clubs, associations, 

counseling, programmes and other activities that can boost the learning of 

computer science by girls 

3. Government should provide special incentives and scholarships for the girl 

child as this will encourage them. 

4. Parents and guardians must take responsibility for the education of every girl 

child under their care. 
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